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Glenn Beck, the nationally syndicated radio host and founder of TheBlaze television network, has written thirteen best-selling #1 books and is #1 one of the few authors in history to have had national bestsellers in the fictional, nonfiction, self-help and children's picture books. His recent fiction works include the thrillers Agenda 21, The Overton Window, and
its sequel, The Eye of Moloch; his many non-fi titles include Conform, Miracles and Massacres, Control and Being George Washington. To learn more about Glenn Beck, his books and TheBlaze television network, visit GlennBeck.com and TheBlaze.com. I am sorry! Something went wrong Is your network connection unstable or is your browser out of date?
Glenn Beck, the number one author and radio host, reveals the cold truth behind the ideology of progressiveism and how the principles of this dangerous belief system are eroding the foundations of this country. Why do we accept lies? Politics is no longer about pointing to a bright city on the hill; it's about promising a shiny new car for your driveway. The
candidate who tells people what he wants to hear is usually the one who wins - the facts are condemned. Politicians can be sordid and thornless, but they're not stupid. They see that the way to win is to tell people first everything that is wrong with the world and then paint a vision of the life they want - a utopian vision that they will create here on earth, one
where no one is sick or hungry, unemployed or homeless. All we have to do is hand over our freedom and someone else's wallet, and they'll make it happen. And so they keep lying, and we keep believing them, and they keep winning the election. The only way to break the cycle is to understand why Americans fall into deception over and over again. In
Liars, nationally syndicated author and syndicated radio host Glenn Beck reveals the surprisingly simple answer: fear. At our most basic level, we're all afraid of something. Progressives on both sides exploit this by first pointing out the things we should fear and then offering solutions to these fears. Solutions that always force us to give up our freedoms.
Solutions that are based on two things: lies and relentless hunger for power and control. In his unrestricted form, Beck destroys the false promises of progressiveism and takes us through his story, showing how every wave built in the previous wave, finally washing up to the beach in the form of Barack Obama - and whoever's next. © 1996-2014,
Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Biografien &amp; Erinnerungen Entdecken Sie die spannenden Lebensgeschichten schillernder Pers-nlichkeiten. Herprobe: Wie Elon Musk die Welt ver-nderte - Die Biografie Autoren: Vance, Elon Musk Hate, Cruelty, Aggression: Psychothrillers Stand In Nerve-wracking Psychothrillers Abgr-nde der menschlichen Psyche
im Mittelpunkt.Hérprobe: AurisAutoren: Sebastian Fitzek, Vincent Kliesch, Helge May, Judith Schéll Drachen, Schwerter &amp; Magie Mystische Landschaften, geheimnisvolle Gesch-pfe:Fantasía-Hérb-cher entf-hren Sie en Welten voller Magie.Hérprobe: Der Herr der Ringe: Die Gef-hrtenAutor: J.R.R. Tolkien H-rbuch-Ratgeber zu Gesundheit und Lebensf-
hrung unst. Hérprobe: Du musst nicht von allen gemocht werdenAutor: Ichiro Kishimi In diesen H'rb-chern dreht sich alles um das sch-nste Thema der Welt, Die Liebe.Hárprobe: Der Gesang der FlusskrebseAutor: Delia Owens Lustige H'rb-cher und H'rspiele f'r Erwachsene und Kinder mit Lach-Garantie.H'rprobe: Die K'nguru-ChronikenAutor: Marc-Uwe Kling
has warned about progress over a decade. So what is progressiveism and who are progressive? This 12-part series explores those questions, backed by research and facts from Glenn Liars' new book How Progressives Exploit Our Fear for Power and Control. In essence, progressiveism is an insatiable thirst for control. The end of progressives is to build a
state of mass well-being that keeps us hostage to their preferences. After all, they know what's best. Progressive leaders are masters of lies and deception, using fear to control and subjugate free people. It is appalling that their efforts often involve the loss of the free-going, murder or mutilation of their fellow --- always in the name of a better world. Have you
ever heard the expression, my way or the road? He could also have been coined by a progressive. Share this series with everyone you know. The centuries-old history of progressiveism must be exposed and taught to all freedom-loving people. Listen to the full segment: Progressive Liars Part II: German Roots Everything has a beginning, including the
philosophy of progressiveism. Although progressive thoughts and ideas are rampant in our politics and culture today, progressiveism is not a new idea. In fact, its roots can be found long before Obama or Clinton or Lyndon Johnson's Great Society. Progressive thinking preceded Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal, Woodrow Wilson, Teddy Roosevelt and
America's Founding. The genesis of progressive ideology dates back to the European continent hundreds of years ago, before Karl Marx himself. To find the roots of progressiveism, one has to return to Germany in the nineteenth century, and the Protestant Reformation against the Catholic Church by Martin Luther. Luther was progressive? Hardly, but his
ideas about man's relationship with God have been transformed and metastasized over the past 500 years into something unrecognizable from what he originally intended. Luther's statement that man could have a relationship with God without inadvertently enlisting a papal leader he began the ball rolling towards progressiveism. Progressivism. that two
centuries later, in the late 1700s, German professor George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel would use his disbelief in God for a purpose similar --- to better humanity. After surviving an epidemic, Hegel's views on God were irrevocably changed. Hegel concluded that experts and well-informed people must govern --- not God --- with the most perfect government and
unlimited authority over the individual. Through the State and its rulers, man would essentially become God on earth. This was the founding principle that was eventually known as progressiveism. Listening to all the serials in glennbeck.com/serials Comedian and social media influencer Nicole Arbour has quite the story of transformation: She saw the
hypocrisy of Hollywood elites firsthand. Now, she's a proud Advocate for Trump. Nicole joined Glenn Beck on the radio show to talk about her journey, the superpower of having nothing to hide, and the story of the first time she realized that the Hollywood crowd is not who they claim to be. Watch the video below to see more of the conversation: Want more
from Glenn Beck? To enjoy Glenn's masterful storytelling, inspiring analysis, and the amazing ability to make sense of chaos, subscribe to BlazeTV, the largest cross-platform network of voices that love America, defend the Constitution, and live the American dream. The Secular Democrats of America, a group founded and backed by many Congressional
Democrats, recently published a terrifying 28-page paper proposing to Joe Biden's team several steps that directly point to the rights of conservative and religious Americans. Here is a brief excerpt from the shocking document: We urge you not to underestimate the institutional strength of what we call (indistinctly) in this document as the Christian nationalist
movement or the religious right. This movement is extraordinarily well-funded and well-organized, and the manifestation of its extreme and sectarian agenda is on constant display under the Trump-Pence administration. His political ideology is undemocratic and unscientific. Provides constant coverage for white supremacy. And it promotes a reactionary
economic policy, fiscal policy, and a vision of environmental dominance that undermines our ability and willingness to address the climate crisis. His agenda is based on a pinched interpretation of biblical principles preached by Christian nationalist and thought leaders. With its political agenda sanctioned by a higher power, its support base is disciplined,
motivated and deeply committed to a vision that does not align with our core constitutional values and Democratic. On the radio show, Glenn Beck deplored some of the proposals, including removing 'In God We Trust' from the coin, eliminating government support for pregnancy crisis centers, and appointing a tax prosecutor state governors trying to ban
large gatherings in places of worship, to name a few. You can read the full document now on GlennBeck.com.See the clip below for more details:Use the GLENN promo code to save $10 in a year from BlazeTV.Do you want more from Glenn Beck? To enjoy Glenn's masterful storytelling, inspiring analysis, and the amazing ability to make sense of chaos,
subscribe to BlazeTV, the largest cross-platform network of voices that love America, defend the Constitution, and live the American dream. Glenn has warned about progressiveism for more than a decade. So what is progressiveism and who are progressive? This 12-part series explores those questions, backed by research and facts from Glenn Liars' new
book How Progressives Exploit Our Fear for Power and Control. In essence, progressiveism is an insatiable thirst for control. The end of progressives is to build a state of mass well-being that keeps us hostage to their preferences. After all, they know what's best. Progressive leaders are masters of lies and deception, using fear to control and subjugate free
people. It is appalling that their efforts often involve the loss of the free-going, murder or mutilation of their fellow --- always in the name of a better world. Have you ever heard the expression, my way or the road? He could also have been coined by a progressive. Share this series with everyone you know. The centuries-old history of progressiveism must be
exposed and taught to all freedom-loving people. Listen to the full series: Liars Progressives Part I: Fear and Hope Coliseum chicago, July 9, 1896: William Jennings Bryan, 36, presented the Democratic Party's proposed national platform to a cheering crowd that frantically waved red handkerchiefs in solidarity. Bryan became convinced that the victory was
his. A new monetary policy based on the silver coin, free silver, had proved to be an even more tempting message than I expected. The new money offer would alleviate the debt sizing of impoverished voters Bryan tried to mobilize. As he approached the climax of his comments, topped up every last gram of energy and unleashed some of the most famous
lines of American political rhetoric: If they dare to go out into the open field, he sliced: And defending the gold standard as a good thing, we will fight them to the absolute, having behind us the producing masses of the nations of the world and having behind the commercial interests and laborious interests and laborious and the Masas work. Bryan's speech
launched the era of progressiveism, with the greatest of American history. These liars achieved their so-called progress by using fear and hope, two exclusively human feelings, to impose their will on humanity. Progressive Liars Part II: German Roots To find the roots of progressiveism, one has to go back to in the 1500s, and the Protestant Reformation
against the Catholic Church by Martin Luther. Luther was progressive? Hardly, but his ideas about man's relationship with God have been transformed and metastasized over the past 500 years into something unrecognizable from what he originally intended. Luther's statement that man could have a personal relationship with God without inadvertently
enlisting a papal leader began the ball by rolling toward progressiveism. More than two centuries later, in the late 1700s, German professor George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel would use his disbelief in God for a similar purpose: to improve humanity. After surviving an epidemic, Hegel's views on God were irrevocably changed. Hegel concluded that experts and
well-informed people must govern—not God—with the most perfect government and unlimited authority over the individual. Through the State and its rulers, man would essentially become God on earth. This was the founding principle that was eventually known as progressiveism. Progressive Liars Part III: Margaret Sanger Margaret Sanger, the so-called
birth control mother and founder of what has become modern planned parenthood, believed in a policy of improvement to create a thoroughbred race. In 1922, Sanger wrote: The less apt to continue the race are increasing faster. People who cannot support their own children are encouraged by the church and state to produce large families. Many of the
children, therefore engendered, are sick and unbanked. Many become criminals. The funds that should be used to raise the level of our civilization are diverted to the maintenance of those who should never have been born. In 1926, Sanger presented his views to a women's chapter of the Ku Klux Klan, which led to more speeches to similar groups. How did
an American woman come to this kind of thinking? As with many progressive leaders, a traumatic childhood event helped shape their radical beliefs about preventing birth among certain undesirables. Progressive Liars Part IV: Woodrow Wilson In 1912, there were at least two massive disasters for the United States of America: the sinking of the Titanic and
the election of progressive Woodrow Wilson. Barely a month after the completion of the Titanic's bleak recovery operation, Woodrow Wilson headed to the prestigious New York Economic Club at a hotel named after one of the Titanic's most prominent victims. In statements to the business leaders of the Time Squares Hotel Astor, Wilson complained against
complaints that his ideas opposed the free enterprise system. I thought families as the Astors had turned the American Republic into their own fiefdom. The rich, he said, had to be curbed and their wealth confiscated for the public good, if necessary: The same thing that the government cannot stop doing, let alone business. Business. you can't take your
hands off the business. The government must regulate companies because that is the basis of any other relationship. The tragic sinking of the Titanic, a ship that its owners presumed was insumergible, was the consequence of a hubristic and humanist assumption about man's ability to control natural law and challenge God's will. And so was Woodrow
Wilson's candidacy. Few presidents have shown such an open contempt for the Constitution that they swore to preserve, protect, and defend. Even less had such a severe disdain for women, minorities and anyone else who strayed from Wilson's vision of the perfect citizen. Progressive Liars Part V: Wayne Wheeler Ban, raised on an Ohio farm, became the
leading force behind the U.S. prohibition movement, and was ruthless in his crusade. Childhood's terrifying experiences with drunken peasants marked Wheeler's adolescence, convincing him that only large-scale abolition across the United States would bring security and comfort to the collective. For Wheeler, the perfect world required absolute control over
the individual. Perhaps the nation's most powerful strength regarding alcohol, Wheeler led the Anti-Saloon League, coining the term pressure group to explain the league's tactics. In 1903, the Anti-Saloon League forced the 70 political objectives out of office. In 1915, Wheeler became general counsel for the Anti-Saloon League of America and one of the
most effective lobbyists of his time. Thanks in large part to Wheeler's efforts, the Eighteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution came into force in 1920, banning the manufacture, sale, and transportation of intoxicating spirits in the United States. Once law-abiding U.S. citizens were now breaking federal law by drinking, blurring the lines between good and
evil. Instead of creating a perfect new world, the law opened the door to smugglers and organized crime to make millions of dollars from illegal liquor distribution. With the new constitutional amendment, Wheeler believed that alcohol consumption was a betrayal, and came up with the sick idea of poisoning whiskey and releasing it to the public. Under
Wheeler's poisonous plan, the government identified people who drank illegally when they got sick or died, and it was tremendously effective. Up to 50,000 Americans paid the final progressive price, essentially killed by Wayne Wheeler and the United States government. Progressive Liars Part VI: FDR Part I Franklin Delano Roosevelt famously said: The
only thing we have to fear is fear itself. I should have added one thing: progressiveism. The nation had scarcely regained its of the constitutional crisis created by FDR hero Woodrow Wilson, a man who oversaw the detention of more than 170,000 U.S. citizens without probable cause or due process. In the following years, FDR would follow the authorizing
the physical removal of all Japanese Americans to internment camps. FDR knew it could take Wilson's revolutionary but academic critique of the United States and shape it into something practical and concrete. With the term progressiveism waning in the 1920s under small-government presidents Harding and Coolidge, FDR also knew it had a brand
problem. This led to its purpose of re-branding progressive ideology during the 1932 Democratic National Convention: Ours must be a party of liberal thought, planned action on enlightened international perspectives and the greatest good for the greater number of our citizens. It was a noble lie. FDR's new liberalism betrayed the classic liberal thinking of
John Locke, Adam Smith, and the Founding Fathers of the United States. This new interpretation of U.S. policy and government elevated the state above the individual. The rights no longer came from the individual, much less from God, but directly from the government, all that classical liberals had rejected about the divine right of monarchs and the
tendency of the state to trampl on individual freedom. Progressive Liars Part VII: FDR Part II Liberals, the media and academic worship on the altar of FDR and the constitutional and gigantic antin government it created. They teach our children that their policies ended the Great Depression of the 1930s, but the opposite is true. Roosevelt's disastrous policies
actually spread the depression for years. After implementing its socialized agenda known as The New Deal, which included the legalized Ponzi scheme of Social Security, the United States was still trapped in the deepest and worst depression in its history. Roosevelt passed and regulated like a drunken sailor, and paid for it by greatly expanding and soaking
the tax code. What was only 400 pages at the beginning of FDR administration soared to more than 8,200 pages by its end. Designed to make individuals and businesses pay their fair share, it stiffled economic growth and reshaped America's economic promise from individual achievement to redistributive equality. FDR converted what would have been a
depression in The Great Depression through its social and financial engineering. From 1933 to 1940, the average annual unemployment rate averaged 18.6 percent. In 1937 and 1938, the economy collapsed into a double-falling recession. From 1937 to 1938, industrial production decreased by 33%. Hemorrhage of national income at 13 percent. Wages fell
by 35 per cent and an estimated four million workers lost their jobs. Roosevelt won re-election in 1940 promising to keep the boys out of the fight against Adolf Hitler. Over time, it became another unfulfilled promise, and its saving grace. America's involvement in World War II raised the economy, ending the misery caused by The Great Depression. Part of
progressive progressive liars FDR Part III Progressive scholars in love with Franklin Delano Roosevelt with the end of the Great Depression when, in fact, American manufacturing hit the economy enough to deny the damage caused by its massive government programs. Both scholars and leftists also ignore their internment of more than 100,000 Japanese-
Americans during World War II, just as their progressive hero Woodrow Wilson had done with Germans and Italians during World War I. Most of these loyal Americans never got their homes back. Unfortunately, the loss of freedom under FDR did not stop there. In the war version, President Roosevelt illegally authorized agents to telegraph the phones not
only of foreigners threatening national security, but also of potential political enemies and even political friends. Roosevelt's espionage targets included former President Herbert Hoover, 1940 Republican presidential opponent Wendell Wilke, and critical journalists. FDR also requested a tax audit in The New York Times and had the heads of several
agencies, including the FBI and the Justice Department, investigate several newspaper editors in a failed search for Nazi ties. At the end of World War II, FDR proposed a second Charter of Rights, arguing that true individual freedom could not exist without economic security and independence. He once claimed that all he feared was fear itself, but in reality,
he wanted Americans to fear a number of things. Fear after all opened the door to things that people would not otherwise think possible. Moreover, FDR warned that if Americans let their wartime reforms disappear, they could also have lost the war. Incredibly, this strategy is successfully employed by progressives in government over and over again.
Legislation during a crisis remains like a cockroach, capable of surviving even in the worst conditions. In the Wartime United States of FDR, rights should no longer be granted by our creator, but by the federal government. Progressive Liars Part IX: LBJ Part I As the state I loved, Lyndon Baines Johnson was a big, imposing man. His head, ears and hands,
even his voice, seemed to overwhelm those around him, traits that helped him make deals with shy cowered colleagues. After the assassination of President Kennedy in 1963, Johnson, who had never cared much about JFK's policies, decided to reshape Kennedy's presidency after his two idols: Woodrow Wilson and Franklin Roosevelt. After Kennedy's
assassination, LBJ finally had the opportunity to be at the better than his second dad's legacy and make Roosevelt's spirit proud. LBJ had a specific goal in mind that guided his presidency from the beginning: Outdo Franklin Roosevelt as the champion of everyday Americans to become the FDR of the next generation. It would be what your dad called,
whether you like it or not. Wilson had successfully organized progressive progressism A political force and FDR built new progressive economic institutions during the Great Depression. LBJ would build on that legacy by spreading progressism in the United States at a time of similar tumult and disorder. It set in motion the destructive forces of nihilism,
hedonism, and blasphemy that marked the 1960s, a decade that would fundamentally change America forever. Progressive Liars Part X: LBJ Part II Lyndon Johnson's Great Society was the New Steroid Deal. It was the most destructive anti-democratic and anti-entrepreneurship program of the 20th century. Johnson's vision was utopian, steristic, and
reckless, but the pain of a nation reeling from a murdered president, and the general sense that America was getting out of control, prompted LBJ to act. The Great Society began with Johnson's disastrous War on Poverty. Actually, it wasn't a war on poverty at all. It was a war against prosperity and success. Like all progressives, Johnson believed in
economic leveling. Instead of elevating everyone through trade or capitalism, he forced people into an economic purgatory where mediocrity was the norm and the effort for greatness was discouraged. Under LBJ, the nation witnessed the true creation of the welfare state, based on massive rights programs, and relied on the government's ability to lead
people to an approach that destroys ambition in inner meaning and quality of life, rather than character, ambition, and success. This created a crisis of conscience and trust in people, making them susceptible to undermining traditional norms and predisposed state dependence to handle things that were too difficult for them. LBJ laid the groundwork for
creating a self-updating environment—through government, conservation programs, federal arts sponsorship, public broadcasting, and more. These were not intended to encourage national elevation or celebrate America's greatness. They were created as a corporate secular replacement of religion, as sources of spiritual fulfillment for the masses. You
replace God with government, and you control not only the minds of the people, but their hearts and souls. Using these fears, he persuaded millions of Americans to abandon their traditional values of hard work and self-reliance in exchange for the soullessness of self-realization. Progressive Liars Part XI: Stuart Chase and System X You know progressives
like Woodrow Wilson, Franklin Roosevelt and Lyndon Johnson, but you may not know Stuart Chase, the man called the progressive prophet. An American economist born in 1888, Chase was influenced by the Fabio Socialists, as well as the experiments and communist education that took place in the Soviet Union in the 1930s. At the end of his 1932 book, A
New Deal, Chase wrote: Why should the Soviets have all the fun remaking the world? What kind of and the economic system wanted to adopt progressives like Stuart Chase if they considered constitutionalism and the free market to pass? A strong centralized government that controls everything—the government, the banking system, education,
employment, food, housing, health care—so people wouldn't make bad decisions for themselves. Chase had only one problem while imagining his utopia on earth. He couldn't think of a name. Socialism, fascism and state capitalism simply did not seem to fit into the bill. Like any good Fabian, he eluded to call socialism by name. Instead, he labeled
America's future system as something called X. And as Chase believed, System X was already displacing the free enterprise system around the world. Progressive Liars Part XII: Barack Obama Chicago, Illinois, July 1995, the future president of the United States was in the living room of a radical domestic terrorist. They were in Hyde Park, a Chicago
neighborhood of tree-lined streets, dotted with beautiful old stones and brick houses. In this highly segregated city, Hyde Park stood out as a vibrant, racially diverse, but monolithic crucible. There could not be a more appropriate place for the future commander-in-chief to live, just a few blocks from former internal terrorist Bill Ayers and Islam Nation leader
Louis Farrakhan. Hyde Park, home to the prestigious University of Chicago, was also a few blocks from Chicago's famous South Side. The ivory tower of elitist academics looms over crippled communities, plagued by drugs, gangs and broken houses. Section 8 slums and housing projects were home to some of the highest murder rates in the civilized world,
the remains caused by decades of leftist rule. This would be the environment in which radical community organizer Barack Obama was counseled that an endearing nation and helped him secure the presidency of the United States: If you really want to change things, you have to leave the radical stance for radical ends. Listen to all the serials in
glennbeck.com/serials glennbeck.com/serials
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